Travel to Antarctica on this private jet
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Explore the icy continent of Antarctica with a world record-breaking polar explorer

Luxury polar travel company, White Desert, is taking intrepid travellers on a four-day adventure to the most well mapped continent on the planet, Antarctica. Guests will be guided through the icy terrain by world record breaking explorer, Ben Saunders, who has traversed 7,000 km of the continent in the past two decades. Voyagers with an interest in daring exploits will be flown in to Wolfs Fang Runway – an icy private runway in Antarctica – from Cape Town, South Africa on a G550 private jet that is powered by two Rolls-Royce engines with a maximum operating speed of Mach 0.885.

The challenging itinerary will include Saunders teaching guests to navigate, cook in remote locations, and cross dangerous crevasse fields on foot. Travellers will have the opportunity to acclimatize at White Desert’s Whichaway Camp before the fun really begins. Day one includes an adrenaline pumping rope walk over a 61m cliff before exploring the depths of the crystalized ice caves beneath the glacier surface. Day two might involve climbing a majestic peaks of a stunning mountain range. Each day will have a new and more unique activity for guests to partake in, making this the perfect trip to get intimate with planet Earth and its marvels, serenely cut off from the rest of the world.
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